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Bedrooms: 6 Bathrooms: 4 Parkings: 4 Area: 488 m2 Type:

Duplex/Semi-detached
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$3,470,000

Representing striking contemporary architecture with a distinct air of opulence welcome to number 29 Alexandria Ave in

Eastwood a brand new 6 bedroom family residence with curves in all the right places….With a double brick and concrete

slab construction this home is exceptionally designed and on arrival your met with a commanding facade. Once inside it's

all about volume. Ceilings soar above glossy tiles reflecting the sparkle of glamorous chandeliers and the multiple living

zones are awash with natural light. The gourmet Miele kitchen is a stinking centrepiece where the black joinery extends

into a butlers pantry.  With a home like this it's all about entertaining the outdoor kitchen and covered alfresco is where

you can host the most elaborate Sunday lunch and the pool and level lawn -a haven for the whole family to enjoy… The

entry level has a bedroom so perfect it's for guests as it also neighbours a full bathroom. Architectural details like the

curved walls soften the linear design and the staircase has an ethereal quality with a soft luminous glow. The second floor

is where you'll find the 3rd living zone perfect for children to have their own space. 2 of the 5 bedrooms on this level have

their own luxurious ensuites and WIRs The main bathroom has a deep bath and dual vanities perfect for large families and

the throughout you have the comfort of ducted zoned RC air conditioning.Parents are spoilt with a very indulgent suite-

the balcony frames  pretty leafy views and the dressing room and ensuite would rival any luxury hotel. There's internal

access to the DLUG and of course you have the ease of keyless entry along with alarm and camera security. Location wise

your moments  to shops and transport and your in the catchment for Deniston East public school and Epping boys high

school. It really is the ultimate convenient location but its when you return home to all this you know life just doesn't get

any better… Ideally in architecture and perfect for the professional family who love to entertain or the multigenerational

family looking for ultimate comfort and style, this home provides the wow factor at every step!Disclaimer:All information

contained herein is gathered from sources we deem to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee its accuracy and

interested persons should rely on their own inquiries


